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About Fit to Drive Foundation

WHO WE ARE 
Fit to Drive was founded on a community’s passion and commitment to keep young
people safe on the road. This same commitment is true in what we do today across
Victoria: working together with others to proactively address the community problem of
road trauma amongst young road users. Fit to Drive engages with young people to
inspire them, empower action and promote a road safe culture to save lives and prevent
injuries on the roads. 

Empowering young people and families to keep each other safe on the roads 
Building relationships with others who share our vision of a future free from road
trauma for young people 
Promoting a road safety culture in every community we reach 
Providing thought and action leadership on road safety 

Empower positive actions by showing instead of “telling” 
Recognise that young people have the capacity to make positive choices 
Use positive psychology and research-based best practices in road safety education
Employ a near-peer facilitator model 
Collaborate with others, within their community 

OUR PURPOSE 
Fit to Drive remains as a community-driven effort in providing proactive road safety
education to save lives and prevent injuries on Victorian roads. We do this by: 

OUR UNIQUE POSITION 
At Fit to Drive, we: 

Empowering all young people to keep each other safe 
Listening and giving voice to everyone in the room 
Seeking ways and challenging ourselves to be greater at what we do 
Celebrating our people and the difference we make 
Collaborating with the community in addressing road trauma 

OUR VALUES 
At Fit to Drive, we are at our best when we are: 
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OUR MISSION 
To be Victoria’s leading road safety education
provider for young people and their families 

OUR VISION 
Young lives free from

road trauma 



Patron's Message 

Over the past five years, 207 young people
aged between 16 and 25 years have lost
their lives on Victorian roads. Over the
same period, a further 6693 young people
aged 18 to 25 years have been hospitalised
for 14 days or less, and 609 young people
have spent longer than 14 days in hospital.
This represents 7509 young lives lost or
affected by road trauma over the past 5
years: impacting thousands more – their
families, friends, and the community.  

I have made it not only my career but my
life’s mission to keep people safe, protect
the vulnerable and engage with diverse
communities and cultures. This mirrors the
vision of the Fit to Drive Foundation of
young lives free from road trauma with
particular focus on vulnerable and
unprotected road users. It is also aligned
with the Victorian Government’s Road
Safety Strategy 2021-2030 on a path
towards zero road deaths by 2050. 

The Fit to Drive workshop programs
supported by the TAC and VicRoads have
reached over 51 metro and rural local
government areas across Victoria and have
engaged with over 390 education
providers. 130,000 young people have
reached Fit to Drive workshops since 2014
alone. Members of Victoria Police and Fire
Rescue Victoria actively participate in
these workshops.  

In response to COVID-19, the Foundation
created interactive webinars delivered by
their peer facilitators, called Steer Right
and Carpool. 

Elizabeth Muphy APM
Chief Operations Officer 
Ambulance Victoria   

It also identified that there was a gap in access
to youth road safety education for specialist
and vulnerable groups. They took time during
the pandemic to devise and develop an
adapted version of the Steer Right program
specifically for students with diverse learning
needs and alternative access to education. 

The Foundation’s focus continues to be on
vulnerable road users. Alongside the
Foundation’s commitment to the Fit2Drive
workshop delivery, they are finding other ways
to engage vulnerable groups of young people
who use the roads including apprentices and
food delivery drivers. 

Fit to Drive will continue to work actively to
support the current National and Victorian
Road Safety Strategies, and more specifically
to embed a culture of road safety within the
Victorian community by working with young
people and vulnerable road users to become
safe road users.  

I have been proud to be the Foundation’s
Patron for over 18 months while serving as
Assistant Commissioner, Road Policing
Command. I look forward to continuing to
support the work of the Foundation in my new
role as Fit to Drive’s inaugural Ambassador.  
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President & Chair's Report 

Anthea Williams
Board President and Chair 
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The last 12 months have been stressful
across all sectors, not least in the not-
for-profit space and within schools
and the education sector, as we
continued to navigate covid outbreaks
and difficulties with face-to-face
learning.    

 It is with enormous pride and thanks
that I recognise the Fit to Drive
Foundation's few but enormously
talented staff and CEO who have not
only continued to deliver throughout
this difficult year, but successfully
adapted our programs to virtual
formats as necessary to keep them
engaging as well as potentially life
saving for our key cohort.  I am also so
encouraged by the dedication of our
many stakeholders and schools to the
importance of engaging road safety
education, despite those difficulties
and appreciative for the ongoing
support of both the Transport
Accident Commission and VicRoads
for our work in the delivery of the F2D
Year 11 Workshops in schools where
permissible. 

With these programs in place,
and new ones under
development informed by the
Victorian Road Safety Strategy
2021-2030 released by the
Minister for Road Safety in April
2021,

 I predict a successful 2022 for
F2D reaching even more young
people and ensuring 
they make smart road use
choices. In these times of
uncertainty and change, it is
reminder that it is the passion
and commitment of our staff
and our stakeholders that makes
us strong.  

Thank you. 



Brad Crofts, 
Chief Executive Officer

CEO's Report

 82.70% of students have agreed with the statement “The F2D Workshop made me more aware
of distractions and risks on the roads”.  

2020-2021 can be described as a year in two halves. First, the ongoing impact of Covid –19 produced
a “stop-start” operating environment for the flagship F2D Workshops. Between lockdown’s the Fit to
Drive team was able to deliver 60 F2D Workshops, reaching 5,250 student participants. 70 per cent
of workshops were delivered to metropolitan based schools and 30 per cent to regionally based
schools, including government (67 per cent); independent schools (15 per cent) and catholic schools
(11 per cent). In addition, 7 per cent of workshops were delivered to TAFEs and alternative education
providers. 

With the lack of opportunity to hold face to face workshops in classroom settings. Fit to Drive
reverted instead to our online workshop called Steer Right holding 247 sessions to 7,266 students in
95 different education settings.  
All Foundation’s Programs include evaluative measures to monitor positive attitudinal changes,
inform staff training and program updates. F2D Workshop collects student and teacher surveys at
the end of each workshop.  

Steer Right also included pre and post evaluation which as noted in this report demonstrated
enhanced awareness across a range of measures.  

Second, during the year, my predecessor Georgia Symmons left the Foundation to take on a major
new opportunity at Ermha Ltd. Georgia oversaw major reforms which has enabled the Foundation
to look ahead with a renewed sense of mission and purpose. I would like to register my
appreciation to Georgia for her assistance in supporting me as her successor in this role since May
2021. In addition, the Foundation saw the departure of Peta Simpson, Mitch Groenewald and Kathy
Zu to take on new career challenges. The Foundation expresses its deep appreciation for their
contribution to the work of the Fit to Drive Foundation over many years. 

During the second half, the Foundation was able to successfully restructure and consolidate its
operations with its dedicated team who combined in an impressive way as a cohesive supportive
unit. A new website was launched and a fresh online media presence established. 

Fit to Drive has in consultation with road safety partners, explored opportunities to contribute to
the delivery of the Victorian Road Safety Action Plan 2021-2023 in the context of the Victorian Road
Safety Strategy 2021-2030 released by the Minister for Road Safety, Ben Caroll MP, focused on
vulnerable and disadvantaged road users and those who use the road as a workplace. Additional
facilitators were hired and trained in preparation for workshops into 2021-2022. 

Looking ahead, I look forward to steward the Foundation’s operations with both the support of the
dedicated team, Chair and Board. I would like to express my appreciation to them, to 
the Advisory Group and to our Patrons and partners including Victoria Police, 
Fire Rescue Victoria, TAC and Road Safety Victoria. 
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CONNECT 
To engage and inspire young
people, families, schools, and

communities towards a
positive  and ongoing culture

of road safety 

EVOLVE 
To build on our 20-year history as a
leading road safety organisation by

evaluating, enhancing and
adapting our programs so they

have a positive community impact 

PEOPLE CENTRED 
To develop and support our

people so that we are
recognised for our commitment
and meaningful contribution to
enhancing a road safety culture 

Our Strategic Priorities

COLLABORATE 
To create and grow

relationships with others who
share our vision of a future free
of young lives lost and serious

injuries on our roads 

To achieve these priorities, we will be working with... 

YOUNG PEOPLE (16 – 25-YEAR-OLDS) 
Drivers, passengers and other road users 

SCHOOLS, COMMUNITY AND LOCAL PARTNERS 
Students, teachers, parents, service groups, businesses, local government and

local representatives of emergency services 

STATE-WIDE PARTNERS 
Government, TAC, VicRoads, Victoria

Police, Fire Services Victoria,
businesses and researchers

OUR TEAM 
Board, Advisory Group,

Patron/Ambassadors, Workshop
Leaders and Peer Facilitators, Suppliers
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2020-2021 Highlights

247 sessions 
7,266 students 

Steer Right 

*9%-78% positive change in student
attitudes recorded in pre- and post-
session  

Food Delivery
E-scooters
Apprentice Program 

New Programs 

*currently in development stage

Alan and Emily attended the online International Road Safety Conference for
Cambodia, a virtual training course. Alan and Em on behalf of the Fit to Drive

Foundation were invited to speak about youth empowerment and road safety in
relation to their work at the Fit to Drive Foundation Inc.  

 
The Foundation was invited by Dr Ray Shuey APM member of the Fit to Drive

Foundation Advisory Group and is the Founder and President of the International
Safety Foundation. Ray was in attendance during the presentation and made the

following comment: 
 

“This was a fantastic opportunity for a peer-to-peer interactive program with
committed youth in Cambodia. Your presentation was practical, Passionate and

addressed the key and critical aspects of messaging to young people. I have every
confidence that this is the start of their road safety journey to make a difference” 

 
Alan and Emily's presentation was noted as a valuable contribution for the Cambodian

youth capacity development on road safety and were awarded certificates of
appreciation for their training presentation. 

60 Workshops  
5250 Students 

F2D Workshop 

*97% of students and 98% of teachers would
recommend the F2D workshop to other
education providers

12 sessions 
189 households 

Carpool 

*highest number of CARPOOL 
sessions delivered to date 
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Our Programs 

Steer Right 
 

F2D Workshop 

Carpool 
 

F2D is our flagship road safety education program that utilises the expertise of
local members of Victoria Police and Fire Rescue Victoria. This interactive half-
day workshop consists of both large and small group guided discussions and

activities where students are engaged by near-peer facilitators. 

Steer Right is a virtual workshop for Year 11 students preparing them for risk-
based decision making on the road. It is one-hour interactive and live-

facilitated online webinar featuring discussions, activities, and videos. Steer
Right was developed in March 2020 as a response to COVID-19 pandemic to
fill a gap of road safety education that emerged during that time. Since its

development, the program has undergone several updates to suit the needs of
various cohorts – including specialist schools – and provide relevant road safety

education in an online format.

A community-based, live facilitated interactive webinar designed to identify
and alleviate mutual concerns for young people and their supervising drivers

as they begin to navigate the Graduated Licencing System (GLS), through
information sharing and confidence building activities.
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E-Scooter Trials

A training program designed by Swinburne University in consultation with our
Foundation. The project was supported by the Victorian Government and
developed to provide educational and workshop content for international

students to educate them on work rights, road safety, business and legal rights,
and particularly around the rising employment area in the gig economy where
seemingly simple resources can generate an income quickly. We are currently

working on a pilot proposal with Swinburne and Door Dash, to deliver this kit to
Door Dash drivers in Victoria.

Our Programs (new programs) 
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A class-based workshop for new apprentices on making better risk-based
decisions - to, from and during work as a road user. We are currently working on
securing a grant and funding to begin a pilot rollout of this program during TAFE
induction periods in early 2022. We have 5 TAFEs who are eager to participate in

this pilot.

RoadWork
 

Food Delivery Work

E-Scooter trials have been confirmed across 4 LGAs; Melbourne, Yarra, Port
Phillip and Ballarat, scheduled to bring in December. Department of Transport
are using the early stages of the trial as an evaluation phase, whereby they will
monitor e-scooter use and rider behaviour. We have been in consultation with
Department of Transport, who will keep us up to date with themes from the

evaluation. If behaviour and safety issues do arise as themes among young riders,
this will inform program development
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2020-2021 Achievements
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Students said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I was given opportunities to share my
opinions and hear from my peers about their road safety attitudes” 

"Strongly agree" or "agree" that “The F2D Workshop made me more aware of
distractions and risks on the roads”

Students said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I have a better understanding of the
consequences of risky road behaviour” 

Students said said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I have learnt strategies that are both
easy and effective to implement and keep me safe”

Students said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I have learnt phrases that I could say in a
range of unsafe situations

Students  said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I have confidence to use my strategies
and phrases if and when I need to"

Students said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “I plan to discuss
something I've learnt in F2D with someone in my life” 

Students said "strongly agree" or "agree" to “Working interactively with other
young people (Facilitators) made the workshop and content engaging

From 1st of July 2020 to 30th of June 2021, the Foundation achieved the following:

F2D Year 11 Workshop 

5250 Students 60 Workshops  

Student Survey (3035 Participants)

Students 
gave the workshop an

average of 7.67 out of 10
in response to How

valuable did you find
your F2D Workshop?* 

97% of students
believe other

students would
benefit from this

workshop. 
*higher amongst

rural students,
with an average of

7.9 out of 10
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2020-2021 Achievements
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"Strongly agree" or "agree" that “In Workshop 1, the students increased their
understanding of risks and consequences in unsafe road situations 

'Strongly agree" or "agree" to “In Workshop 2, the tasks enabled students to consider
strategies and phrases that ensure road safety for themselves, and their mates" 

"Strongly agree" or "agree" that “The students were thoroughly engaged
for the duration of the workshop” 

"Strongly agree" or "agree" that “The workshop is current and relevant to the
Year 11 (or equivalent) cohort” 

"Strongly agree" or "agree" that “The facilitation of the workshop was competent
and effective” 

Teacher Survey (254 Participants)

F2D Year 11 Workshop 

Teacher Survey (25 Participants)

Steer Right

The teachers provided us with an average score of 6.65 out of 7 in response to
“The session responded to current situations faced by young people”

An average score of 6.04 out of 7 to “ The students increased their
understanding of road rules and where to find relevant information" 

A score of 6.43 out of 7 to “The tasks enabled students to consider
strategies that ensure road safety for themselves, and their mates”

A score of 5.9 out of 7 to “The session engaged the students in a variety
of ways"

And a score of 6.09 out of 7 to “The facilitation and moderation of the
session was effective” 

would recommend the F2D Year 11 workshop to other education providers. 98% 



7266 Students 

2020-2021 Achievements
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From 1st of July 2020 to 30th of June 2021, the Foundation achieved the following:

Steer Right

247 Sessions  

24 schools were brand new
and 71 were loyal schools 

 95 schools   

Student Survey 

Steer Right workshops contain pre and post workshop surveys to monitor
attitudinal change. Students self-reported positive changes to the following
questions: 

I am aware of the changes
regarding my licence during
COVID-19 : 33.77% increase 

I have a good understanding
of the GLS restrictions:
78.79% increase 

In risky situations, I recognise that
there are ways to ensure a safer
way to travel: 10.73% increase 

I feel comfortable to say something
when I get a gut feeling of being
unsafe: 9.27% increase 

Students gave the session a total of 7.91 out of
10 score in response to How likely would you
be to recommend 'Steer Right' program? 



189 households 
(pairs - young person 
and their guardian)  

2020-2021 Achievements
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From 1st of July 2020 to 30th of June 2021, the Foundation achieved the following:

Carpool

12 Sessions  

Surveys

189 households (pairs - young person and their parent/guardian) 

In response to the following questions, Learner Drivers have reported: 

How confident are you in your
knowledge of road safety facts as
they apply to you? – 18.19%
increase 

How confident are you in
your knowledge of road
safety for Learner Drivers? - 
 12.96% increase 

How confident are you in your
ability to learn to drive? -  17.84%
increase 

IHow confident are you in your
ability to teach your Learner Driver
to drive? -  14.37% increase 

In response to the following questions, Supervising Drivers have reported: 



Strategic Priority 1 - Connect
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To engage and inspire young people, families, education providers, and
communities towards a positive and ongoing culture of road safety. 

Working with - YOUNG PEOPLE - 16-25 year olds 
- Drivers, passengers and other road users. 

Goal #1 - Increasing the number of young people in our programs so
they develop their abilities to make good decisions when faced
with risky situations as road users. 

Deliver F2D Year 11 Workshop to young
people in educational settings across
Victoria 
 
Note - F2D Year 11 Workshops were
delivered February-May 2021.  

60 F2D Year 11 Workshops were
delivered February-May 2021. 
5,250 students reached. 
70% Metro schools. 
30% Regional schools. 
67% Government schools. 
15% Independent schools. 
11% Catholic schools. 
7% TAFE and Community education
providers.

Deliver an online live-facilitated program
Steer Right to Year 11 (or equivalent)
students during periods of remote learning
and throughout the year.  
 
Note – Steer Right was primarily delivered
between July-December 2020 due to
COVID-19 restrictions. 

247 Steer Right sessions were
delivered to students in 95 Victorian
education providers. 
7,266 students engaged. 

Deliver an online live-facilitated webinar
Carpool to learner drivers and their
supervising  

Since its development in 2020, 12
Carpool workshops have been
delivered in several communities. 
Total of 189 households reached.  



Strategic Priority 1 - Connect
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Measure the impact of the programs on enhancing understanding of road safety
issues for young people 

All of Fit to Drive’s Programs include evaluative measures to monitor positive
attitudinal changes, inform staff training and program updates.  
F2D Year 11 Workshop collects student and teacher surveys at the end of each
workshop.  
 82.70% of students have agreed with the statement “The F2D Workshop made me
more aware of distractions and risks on the roads”. 
85.12% have agreed with the statement “I have a better understanding of the
consequences of risky road behaviour”. 
81.39% have agreed with the statement “I have learnt strategies that are both easy
and effective to implement and keep me safe”. 
78.88% have agreed with the statement “I have confidence to use my strategies
and phrases if and when I need to”. 
60.43% have agreed with the statement “I plan to discuss something I've learnt in
F2D with someone in my life”. 
 In response to ‘How valuable did you find your F2D Workshop?’, the students gave
the workshop an average of 7.67 out of 10. 
97% of students believe other students would benefit from this workshop. 
Steer Right and Carpool sessions include pre and post surveys.  
Steer Right participants self-reported the following positive changes: 
I am aware of the changes regarding my licence during COVID-19 - 33.77% average
increase. 
I have a good understanding of the GLS restrictions - 78.79% average increase. 
In risky situations, I recognise that there are ways to ensure a safer way to travel -
10.73% average increase. 
I feel comfortable to say something when I get a gut feeling of being unsafe - 9.27%
average increase. 
Carpool participants self-reported the following positive changes: 
Learner Drivers - How confident are you in your knowledge of road safety facts as
they apply to you? – 18.19% average increase. 
Learner Drivers - How confident are you in your ability to learn to drive? - 17.84%
average increase. 
Supervising Drivers - How confident are you in your knowledge of road safety for
Learner Drivers? - 12.96% average increase. 
Supervising Drivers - How confident are you in your ability to teach your Learner
Driver to drive? - 14.37% average increase. 



Strategic Priority 1 - Connect
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Goal #2 - Reaching young people so they engage with the work of
the Foundation

Year on year increase in the total
number of young people reached
by all our programs and where
relevant their supervising drivers 

In 2020-2021, The Foundation reached: 
5,250 students with F2D Year 11 Workshop – a
57.6% decrease from last year (12,373 students
in 2019-2020) due to COVID-19 lockdown
restrictions 
7,266 students with Steer Right sessions - a
797.1% increase from last year (810 students
in 2019-2020) 
189 households (approximately 378
participants) with Carpool - a 4100% increase
from last year (9 participants in 2019-2020) 
An overall 2.3% decrease from 2019-2020  

DIdentify and improve the
experience for our educators,
students and stakeholders 

The F2D Year 11 Workshop program was
refreshed in March 2021 in consultation with
program development advisors.  
Audio-visual content updated to promote
student engagement.  
New program materials created to extend
range of topics on unsafe driving behaviour.  
Handouts have also been refined to allow
students to develop a more personalised and
streamlined plan. 

Development of a new website
that provides engaging content
and relevant information for 
young people and their families 
 

New website to be launched in July 2021,
along with new staff email addresses. 



Strategic Priority 1 - Connect
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Goal #3 - Decreasing numbers of young people involved in crashes
on Victorian roads

Compiling and analysis of road trauma data
to identify trends for 16-25 year olds in
Victoria. 
Regularly meeting with RoadSafe groups to
get the latest on region-based road trauma
statistics from Victoria Police representatives. 

Identify top 10 LGAs impacted by
road trauma using the data sets 

Top 10 LGAs have been prioritised and
targeted in 2020/2021. 
Regularly meeting with RoadSafe groups to
get the latest on region-based road trauma
statistics from Victoria Police representatives.

Develop a better understanding
of the incidents of road trauma in
Victoria using public available
data of young lives lost and
seriously injured on Victorian
Roads 



Strategic Priority 2 - Collaborate
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To create and grow relationships with others who share our vision of a future free of
young lives lost and serious injuries on our roads. 

Working with … SCHOOLS and EDUCATION PROVIDERS, COMMUNITY AND LOCAL
PARTNERS -Students, teachers, parents, service groups, businesses, local
government and local representatives of emergency services. 

Goal #4 - Expanding the delivery of engaging and effective road
safety programs and activities in school and community settings

Increase the number of road safety
education programs offered 

‘Steer Right: Specialist School’
developed for Specialist Schools. 
‘Steer Right: Specialist School
(modified)’ developed to be more
accessible for students with ASD. 
‘Steer Right: EAL’ developed for
cohorts who are already studying
English as an additional language. 
‘RoadWork’ in development for
apprentice workers who use the road
for work. 

F2D Year 11 Workshops and Steer Right
Workshops - Target and engage lapsed or
new education providers in metropolitan
and rural areas 

24 Of 60 education providers that
hosted the F2D Year 11 Workshop,  
23 were considered re-engaged, as
they have not booked the F2D
Workshop for more than a year. 
6 booked the F2D Workshop for the
first time.  
Of 94 schools that hosted Steer Right
sessions,  
24 participating schools were
considered new, as they have either
never booked the Foundation’s
programs or have not booked for
more than a year. 



Strategic Priority 2 - Collaborate
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Established a partnership with
Swinburne University, D'Accord and
JobWatch to develop and deliver a
workshop for international students
working as delivery drivers 
Secured funding from Study
Melbourne 
Contributed to the program
development and piloting 

Increase the number of organisations
hosting programs and activities 

In addition to new education
providers reached with F2D and Steer
Right sessions, 12 Carpool sessions
were delivered for several
communities, reaching households
that have not previously participated
in the Foundation’s programs that are
usually delivered in schools.  

Delivery Driver Workshop - Develop
workshop for International Students
working as food delivery drivers 

Goal #5 - Positively and effectively engaging with education
providers, local community members, businesses, local service
groups and representatives of emergency services to achieve an
enhanced road safety culture

Develop a plan to collect participant and
stakeholder feedback for each program 

F2D Year 11 Workshop implemented
consistent post-workshop student and
teacher surveys. 
Pre and post survey inbuilt into Steer
Right and Carpool programs.  



Strategic Priority 2 - Collaborate
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Workshop set up procedure updated
to align with a positive customer
journey for staff and participants
across all programs. 
Ongoing communications to ensure
school staff were supported around
lockdowns and remote learning. 

Identify how the Foundation is perceived
and experienced by stakeholders 

Collected input from stakeholders on
the Fit to Drive brand. 

Develop a communications plan to
improve communications with schools
using the insights from the customer
experience 

Developing a list of partnering service
organisation and businesses that
support the work of Fit to Drive. 

Identify LGAs that are current partners and
develop communications plan  

Developed a database of stakeholders
from local councils, Police units, FRV
presenters, RoadSafe groups, and
other service groups. 

Identify service organisation and
businesses that are current partners and
develop communications plan 



Strategic Priority 3 -Evolve 

To build on our 20-year history as a leading road safety organisation by evaluating,
enhancing and adapting our programs so they have a positive community impact 

Working with … STATE-WIDE PARTNERS- Government, TAC, Department of
Transport, Victoria Police, Fire Rescue Victoria, businesses and researchers 

Goal #6 -  Increasing the number of young people in our programs so
they develop their abilities to make good decisions when faced with
risky situations as road users

Engage new education providers  F2D workshop was delivered to 29
new education providers and Steer
Right were delivered to 24 new
education providers. 
Thus, approximately 1855 new
students have been reached with
Steer Right Programs and
approximately 2537 new students
were have been reached with F2D
Workshops. 

Network with local partners who also
work with young people 

Collaborating with local networks
through council officers, Councillors,
Proactive Policing Units and Youth
Resource Officers to promote road
safety education uptake. 
39 Victoria Police officers state-wide
were trained as F2D Police Presenters.
Officers are Youth Resource Officers,
from Proactive Policing Units or with
Highway Patrol. 
The new Fire Rescue Victoria was
launched, with expanded regions
serviced allowing Frankston,
Wyndham, Melton and other LGAs to
have FRV representation at F2D. 
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Strategic Priority 3 -Evolve 

Goal #7 -  Increasing funding and attracting new revenue streams that
contribute to capacity building and long-term revenue flows

Manage current and future funding
agreements  

Maintained positive and productive
relationships with major funders
Transport Accident Commission and
Department of Transport, Road Safety
Victoria. 
In response to COVID-19 funding from
both TAC and Department of
Transport has allowed the ongoing
delivery of Steer Right workshops
during the periods of remote learning
due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

Secure funding from education providers;
LGA; community organisations to deliver
road safety programs 

Current grants, partnerships and
funding from local councils and
service groups ongoing. 
Opportunities within LGAs without
funding are being sought and applied
for to fund the future delivery of
programs. 
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Achieve charitable status for the
Foundation through the Australian
Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission 

The Board has agreed to apply for
charitable status following
amendment to Rules at the AGM in
October 2020 



Strategic Priority 4 -People-Centred 
To develop and support our people so that we are recognised for our commitment
and meaningful contribution to enhancing a road safety culture 

WORKING WITH … OUR TEAM - Board, Advisory Group, Patron/Ambassadors, Staff,
Suppliers 

Goal #8 -  Increasing the number of young people in our programs so
they develop their abilities to make good decisions when faced with
risky situations as road users

Develop a media strategy   Media coverage has been achieved in
Herald Sun, Sunday Herald Sun, ABC
Conversation hour and school
newsletters 

Develop an integrated communications
strategy, underpinned by a new website
and refreshed brand 

New website to be launched July 19th
2021 across all platforms  
Refreshed look of social media
platforms arranged to line up with
website launch

Develop a social media plan to grow our
online community and engagement  

500+ Instagram followers, 250+
Facebook followers and 80+ LinkedIn
followers  
Twitter account to be reactivated and
podcast series to be created in term 4,
2021 
Blog posts to be created on new
website to showcase media interviews
and Foundation success stories 

Be recognised as a leading road safety
education provider within the sector 

Presented virtually at the International
Road Safety Course for Cambodia on
‘Youth Empowerment and Road
Safety’. 
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Strategic Priority 4 -People-Centred 

Goal #9 -  Improving evidence-based quality programs/activities that
inspire trust and sustain engagement

Evaluate the effectiveness of
our programs  

Surveys implemented for all Foundation’s
programs.  
After-workshop F2D Year 11 Workshop surveys for
students and teachers. 
Pre and post-surveys for Steer Right and Carpool
workshops. Positive change is observed in all
programs. 

Measure the level of
satisfaction from participants,
teachers and stakeholders 

In response to How valuable did you find your F2D
Workshop?, the students gave an average of 7.67
out of 10 (higher amongst rural students, with an
average of 7.9 out of 10). 
97% of students and 98% of teachers believe other
students would benefit from this workshop. 

Students gave the session a total of 7.91 out of 10
score in response to How likely would you be to
recommend 'Steer Right' program? 
The teachers provided us with an average score of: 
6.65 out of 7 in response to “The session responded
to current situations faced by young people”. 
An average score of 6.04 out of 7 to “ The students
increased their understanding of road rules and
where to find relevant information”. 
A score of 6.43 out of 7 to “The tasks enabled
students to consider strategies that ensure road
safety for themselves, and their mates”. 
A score of 5.9 out of 7 to “The session engaged the
students in a variety of ways. 
A score of 6.09 out of 7 to “The facilitation and
moderation of the session was effective. 

F2D Year 11 Workshop 

Steer Right  
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Strategic Priority 4 -People-Centred 

Goal #10 -  Attracting and retaining the best people to deliver our
vision

Commence work to identify
program output and
outcome variables that
could be measured year on
year and how these can be
collected 

A new approach to evaluation has been applied
to Steer Right and CARPOOL 
Paper-based surveys have been implemented for
evaluation of F2D Year 11 Workshop. The students
receive the survey at the end of the workshop
and their responses are input in the Foundation’s
online database. Survey results are reviewed and
evaluated regularly. 

Attract skilled volunteers to
the Board, Advisory Group and
as Patrons/ Ambassadors 

FAssistant Commissioner Elizabeth Murphy
accepted role as Patron 
Advisory Group members engaged in new program
development and strategic projects 

Recruitment of high quality
staff through an innovative
process that reflects our
brand 

Recruited 14 new F2D Workshop Facilitators from
the April 2021 and July 2021 Intakes. 

Retention of staff Two positions were made redundant because of
changes to funding 

Development of a training
calendar that delivers
effective refresher and
induction training 

3 Workshop Facilitators were provided training to
undertake new role as F2D Workshop Leader. 
4 Workshop Facilitators were provided training to
undertake new role as Steer Right Facilitator. 
Facilitators receive ongoing coaching and support
from team of Workshop Leaders and Admin Staff. 
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Strategic Priority 4 -People-Centred 

Goal #11 -  Operational efficiency

Staff are provided with
relevant professional learning
opportunities 

Training includes: 
Child Safe training 
COVID Safety training 
Facilitator Professional Development Training 
Webinars through Australian Institute of Traffic
Planning and Management (AITPM) 
5 staff members participated in ‘Introduction to
Human-Centred Design’ group online course
delivered by Acumen Academy 

Operational risks of the
organisation are identified
and managed and
communicated to the Board
via an Operational Risk
Register 

Ongoing maintenance and management of the
Operational Risk Register 
Presented to the Board annually at their July
meeting or as necessary 

Review, update and add
policies and procedures to
ensure effective governance
and operation 

Audit and Finance Sub Committee has met
regularly to review the financial reports 
Audit and Finance Sub Committee has overseen
the development of the 2020/21 budget 

Develop cost models that
can be adapted for new and
current programs 

Developed an activity-based cost model for all
funded programs  
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Strategic Priority 4 -People-Centred 

Review current and develop
new processes to ensure the
effective implementation of
programs and activities 

Processes have been developed for the delivery of
Steer Right and CARPOOL. 
Processes for setting up F2D Workshops have been
updated to align with new Admin team structure. 

Develop a document
management system that
allows for sharing of
documents and version
control 

Development of a document management
system that allows for sharing of documents and
version control is in development 
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Our Crew 

BRAD CROFTS
CEO 

MELISSA BURNS
OFFICE MANAGER

ALAN NGUYEN 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR &

OPERATIONS OFFICER 

EMILY BEGGS 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 

& MEDIA OFFICER 

LAURA KEMP
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

COORDINATOR 

ALENA BONDARCHUK -
MCLAUGHLIN

PROGRAM SUPPORT 
COORDINATOR 

Our Workshop Leaders & Facilitators 

ADVISORY GROUP:
Graham Spencer

John Keysers
Kerry Montero

Robert Nethercote
Dr. Ray Shuey

ANTHEA WILLIAMS 
President and Chair

MEGAN HANNAN 
Deputy Chair 

NICOLE O'REILLY
Secretary 

ANDREW STOCKY
Board Member

JOHN RYAN
Treasurer 

TANIA EWING
Board Member

DARRYL WHINNEY
Board Member
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Fit to Drive Foundation recognises the support and
appreciates the involvement of the following police units... 

Bairnsdale Youth Resource Office 
Ballarat Youth Resource Office 
Brimbank/Melton Proactive Policing
Unit 
Buloke Youth Resource Office 
Cardinia Youth Resource Office 
Casey Proactive Policing Unit 
Colac Highway Patrol 
Dandenong Youth Resource Office 
Diamond Creek Proactive Policing Unit 
Edenhope Police Station 
Geelong Youth Resource Office  
Horsham Highway Patrol 
Hume Proactive Policing Unit 
Manningham Proactive Policing Unit 
Maroondah Youth Resource Office 

Transport Accident Commission 
Department of Transport, 
Road Safety Victoria 
Fire Rescue Victoria
13 CABS 
Arthur Seat Challenge 
Banyule City Council 
Baw Baw Shire Youth Services 
BlueScope Western Port 
Boroondara City Council 
Brimbank City Council 
Cardinia Shire Council 
Casey City Council 
City of Greater Dandenong 
City of Greater Geelong 
City of Stonnington 

Fit to Drive Foundation recognises the support and
appreciates the involvement of the following organisations... 
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Our Community (Our Partners)

Mitchell Proactive Policing Unit 
Moonee Valley Youth Resource Office 
Moorabbin Proactive Policing Unit 
Moreland Youth Resource Office 
Northern Grampians Highway Patrol 
Portland Youth Resource Office 
Prahran Proactive Policing Unit 
Somerville Proactive Policing Unit 
Surf Coast Youth Resource Office 
Warragul Proactive Policing 
Wellington Highway Patrol 
Wellington Youth Resource Office 
Westgate Proactive Policing Unit 
Whittlesea Youth Resource Office 
Wimmera Proactive Policing Unit 
Wodonga Youth Resource Office 

Darebin City Council 
FMP F2D Association 
Hobsons Bay City Council 
Hume City Council  
Kingston City Council 
Maribyrnong City Council 
Melton City Council 
Knox City Council 
Northern Grampians Shire Council 
RoadSafe South East Inc 
RoadSafe Westgate 
Community Road Safety Council Inc 
Rotary Club of Maffra 
Whitehorse City Council 
Whittlesea City Council 
Wyndham City Council 



“I have been involved in the youth space within Victoria Police for 20 years.  
 
I have been presenting F2D for 12 years in my area and I am always keen to participate in
workshops in my local Area. 
 
The F2D workshop is a valuable resource that allows me as a police member, the
opportunity to speak with young people and to get the road safety message across in an
interactive and positive way. I feel that these workshops play an important role in
assisting with our Proactive Unit’s Key Focus Point of “Reducing the impact of Road
Trauma among young people” and fits in perfectly with other Road Policing and
Community Safety programs and operations that I am involved with.    
 
The police presentation component of the workshop combines information provided by
Police members and the TAC videos and allows the workshop participants to gain an
understanding of the causes and consequences of vehicle collisions. It gives them the
opportunity to ask questions and to think about how their actions can affect future
outcomes and reinforces the value of the 120 hours driving experience. The information is
easy to understand and caters for a wide variety of learning levels and abilities.    
 
I get involved in the F2D because I see it as a valuable tool in our ongoing quest to
improve young driver awareness and assists in reducing the number of young drivers
involved in serious collisions in their first years of solo driving. I see it as a worthy and
valuable use of my time, and I am proud to be involved.  
 
The presenters are knowledgeable and friendly, and I enjoy the team approach to
workshop activities.    
 
I have always had positive feedback from the schools that I am familiar with in my Local
Government area and they look forward to the program each year as do I.” 

Our Community (Victoria Police)

Thank you to Victoria Police and Fire Rescue Victoria for co-presenting F2D
Year 11 Workshops and the new interactive webinars - Steer Right and
CARPOOL. We look forward to continuing to deliver road safety education
to young people and their families. Meet some of the presenters. 

Leading Senior Constable Sharon, 
Victoria Police Presenter 
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“I have been presenting on behalf of the Fire Brigade for Fit2Drive since 2014.

Prior to the Fire Brigade I was a Secondary Teacher and had seen how a school
community can be affected by tragedy. I have been a Heavy Rescue operator in the
Fire Brigade for 11 years and I have also seen the repercussions of young drivers getting
it wrong with decision making. My motivation is to help teenagers make better
choices as drivers, passengers or bystanders.  As well my motivation comes from the
fact I have two teenage children (One learner driver) that are going through all the
pressures of being a teenager. This program helps me as parent to help my children
make better choices.” 
 
Decide to “Speak up” if something is wrong.  Decision making under pressure is a skill
that needs strategy and practise.  Your choices as a driver, passenger or bystander can
affect everyone around you. In the F2D case study there are multiple examples of
decision making and choices that affected many people. The F2D program helps to
develop that the decision making skill and provides strategies for teenagers to make
better choices and find their voice to “Speak up”.

To Educators and Community groups the F2D program provides a real life scenario of
young people in relatable situations that made avoidable choices that lead to tragedy.
This program provides young people with skills to navigate those choices in their own
life to make them better drivers, passengers and bystanders. 

This program is not about driving skill but about decision making skill. The program
explores the role of Police and their role in Road Safety. F2D explores how decision
making can be affected by internal and external pressure as a young person. Fit to
Drive then works with young people to develop strategies to encourage better
choices as drivers, passengers or bystanders in the area of road safety.”  

Thank you to Victoria Police and Fire Rescue Victoria for co-presenting F2D
Year 11 Workshops and the new interactive webinars - Steer Right and
CARPOOL. We look forward to continuing to deliver road safety education
to young people and their families. Meet some of the presenters. 

Station Officer Karl  
Fire Rescue Victoria Presenter  
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Our Community (Fire Rescue Victoria) 



 Hobsons Bay City Council 
“The Fit to Drive Program provides valuable training and insights in schools as they start
to drive, providing improved road safety outcomes for the entire community.” 
 

Melton City Council 
“The programs offered by Fit to Drive Foundation target a particularly vulnerable group in
our community who are at higher likelihood of demonstrating risky driving behaviours
and more susceptible to being a victim of road trauma. They provide highly valuable
opportunities for young people to engage in honest discussions about the impacts of
road trauma, and provide them with practical strategies for what they can do and say if
they feel at risk from someone else's driving. These are crucial learnings for school-aged
young people, and the programs have the potential to save a lot of lives on our roads.” 

 
Wyndham City Council 
“As a grassroots, community-led organisation the Fit to Drive Foundation has formed
trusted relationships with schools and communities over many years. This trust opens
doors and their relationships ensure the relevance of the content that they deliver in
their programming, which leads to better, more meaningful outcomes.” 

 
City of Greater Geelong 
“City of Greater Geelong supports the Fit to Drive Foundation because it aligns with our
Road Safety Strategy and is supported by the TAC and Department of Transport..” 

 RoadSafe South East 
“We have a great partnership working towards a shared goal in making our roads safer.” 

RoadSafe Westgate 
“Young people need all the assistance and encouragement to develop into responsible
road users. The Fit to Drive program ensures young people are equipped to meet the
challenges of driving on our varied road conditions and develop strategies that can keep
them safe. I have been a long-time advocate of the program for many years with
RoadSafe Westgate promoting and advocating the program in our local community with
the limited funds we have available.” 
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Our Community (Council Testimonials)



Rotary Club of Maffra  
“I support the Fit to Drive Foundation and its programs because it provides a valuable
program to the students at the Maffra Secondary College. The club has provided funding
over many years to ensure that the youth in our area are given valuable experiences and
information before they embark on driving on our roads.” 

 
Kiewa Mitta Murray Community Enterprises Limited  
“Kiewa Mitta Murray CEL conducts the business of Community Bank - Mount Beauty &
District. Our main purpose is to provide support for local groups within our operating
area and we make youth projects a priority. Providing safe driving experience to our
young people is an important aspect of our work.  We had positive feedback from both
the staff and students at the Mount Beauty Secondary College following the Fit to Drive
activities and they were very appreciative of the opportunity and the way the program
was presented.” 

 
BlueScope Western Port 
“BlueScope Western Port live our company's core values of keeping people safe and
supporting the local community through our long-stand support and major sponsorship
for the Fit to Drive Program. It has been remarkable to see the growth and expansion of
the road safety education program across the Peninsula and the shared responsibility to
reduce road fatality and injury involving young people since the inception of this
program at our local secondary schools. Our safety philosophy is zero harm - and 'Fit to
Drive' is a natural extension of our strong commitment to safety” 

Charles La Trobe College 
“They were all on time, prepared and had a very positive attitude. It was very clear that
they were competent and confident in there delivery. Very accommodating with our 
deaf students.” 

Rossbourne School 
“There is a regular need for ongoing road safety education in schools. Fit to Drive have
consistently offered a highly professional and valuable experience for our students.” 
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Our Community (Community Testimonials)



Murtoa College  
“Josh's delivery was engaging and really got the students thinking about their
experiences and driving.” 

 
Drouin Secondary College 
“Samantha was very animated and engaged well with the students getting them up out
of their seats.” 

 
East Loddon P-12 College 
“I always admire and appreciate the vibrant, kind and well spoken presenters that you
have for Fit2Drive. They are GREAT! Engaging and consistently provide interactive tasks.” 

 Djerriwarrh Community College 
“They have created an ongoing partnership and are easy to collaborate with.” 

 
Edenhope College 
“This program is so, so important for students in rural areas, as driving is a crucial part of
their lives, as soon as they are old enough, I cannot rate this program highly enough, as
we need our students to be safe and responsible on the roads (amongst everything else!).
This program is great for getting them to think about this, right when it is crucially
important. Thank you.” 
 

St Patrick’s College Ballarat 
“Excellent. Our boys were talking about aspects of the session for days afterwards. This is
a terrific initiative that can open the eyes of students who think that they are
bulletproof.” 

 
Donald High School 
“I have organized this program in our school for a number of years and have found the
Fit2 drive team very accommodating to work with and student feedback towards the
program is always positive.” 
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Our Community (School Testimonials)



www.fittodrive.org.au


